
Dear all 
 
Firstly, on behalf of MASC, I would like thank all the clubs involved in this weekend’s gala for getting 
all your entries in on time and the numbers of swimmers entered is going to make this a fantastic 
gala 
 
I would also like to pass on our thanks to all the officials who are going to give up their time at last 
Home Gala of this season.  Can you let them know that the expenses that they can claim will be a 
maximum of £50 per day. 
 
Can you also please read the below points for information which should make our gala run 
smoothly: 
 

1. There will be NO POOL SIDE entries 
2. There will be NO WITHRDAWLS on the day.  For Saturday withdrawals, please inform me by 

Friday (16:00 at the latest) and for Sunday withdrawals, please inform me on Saturday 
3. Doors will open for Spectators at 07:15am 
4. Coach packs will be left with the girls on the payment desk 
5. Lunch for the officials and Coaches will be in the Community Room, if you are unsure where 

this is, I'll be in the office next to the timing board to pass on directions 
6. All bags to go into the lockers in the changing rooms, a locker costs £1.00 which is 

refundable, this is to help in making enough space as possible for the swimmers and making 
the gala enjoyable for them 

7. The only people who are allowed In Marshalling are those waiting to swim.  Those not 
swimming will be asked to leave, if they don't leave, then their coaches will be informed.  
Also, any bad behaviour from any swimmer in Marshalling will be reported to their coaches 

8. No swimmers are to sit with the spectators, except at Lunchtimes 
9. As our gala will be full, can you please limit the number of spectators 

 
Please note the warm up and Start times due to it being a busy gala, these are: 
 
Saturday 
Session 1 
Warm Up  07:30  Start Time 08:30 
Session 2 
Warm Up 13:00  Start Time 14:00 
 
Sunday 
Session 3 
Warm Up  07:30  Start Time 08:30 
Session 4 
Warm Up 13:00  Start Time 14:00 
 
I would like to wish each and every one of your swimmers a successful weekend swimming, let’s 
make it a fun and enjoyable weekend with plenty of medals being won and lots of P.B.'s been broken 
 
Regards 
David 


